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Here is a test for our readers: what caused the 9/29/22 market sell-off that sent the S&P 500 to its lowest level so far 

in 2022? A) Hurricane Ian, B) jobless claims hitting a 5-month low – implying the need for more Fed hikes to “cool” the 

economy, C) increasing attention to weakening European economies and currencies, D) NATO’s threat to retaliate 

against the apparent sabotage of Russia’s Nord Stream natural gas pipeline which was already shut-off, or E) 

Russia’s preparation to annex 4 regions in Ukraine. Ok, we admit that we are not exactly sure of the answer, 

especially after the S&P 500’s inexplicable +2% increase the previous day. In any case, the Bubble Monitor for the 

period ending 9/29/22 doesn’t look good and mirrors FedEx’s recent announcement that its real retail sales are 

“pacing to have the worst decline since The Great Recession”. Maybe the best part of all that red in the dashboard is 

the drop in crude oil prices which will hopefully lead to even lower gas prices, thus strengthening the stressed low-

income consumer. In any case, those wishing to cheat on the above test may simply answer: silly rabbit, we don’t 

have to worry about the sell-off because we have Modern Monetary Theory to save us. Let’s go with that!     

https://nobulleconomics.com/currency-wars/
https://nobulleconomics.com/is-fedex-a-canary-in-a-coal-mine/
https://nobulleconomics.com/dardens-first-peak-into-3q22-restaurant-results/
https://nobulleconomics.com/money-doesnt-grow-on-trees/


Corporate Insights
Is FedEx a “canary in a coal mine”?

• As a bellwether for the domestic & global economy, FedEx provides key insights into shipping volumes. The company 

recently sent a scare throughout Wall Street by reporting FY1Q23 financial weakness attributed to the economy (although 

criticism of its management strength is also notable).  

• Corporate reported that its fiscal 1Q23 (ending 8/31/22) financial results were adversely impacted by global volume 

softness that accelerated in the final weeks of the quarter due to weakening economic conditions. Fuel surcharge 

increases & a +5.9% pricing increase more than offset the volume decline, driving a +6% sales increase. All-the-same, 

weak fundamentals drove a -1.5% y/y decline in its adjusted operating margin.

• Operating income for its FedEx Express unit declined -69% y/y, driven by an -11% y/y reduction in global package & 

freight volume which reflected: Chinese lockdowns; post-Ukraine European challenges (recession looks likely); and efforts 

of companies to understandably shorten their supply chains. Corporate seeks to cut $1.5B - $1.7B in costs from this unit 

during FY23 by cutting global flight hours.  

• During FY1Q23, real retail sales (including auto) declined -3.1% y/y through July 2022 (after growing +4.6% & +10.8% in 

FY21 & FY22, respectively), “pacing to have the worst decline since The Great Recession”. Corporate plans to close 100 

retail locations & pause hiring until the economic uncertainty clears up.

• Conversely, its ground transportation business has rebounded to pre-pandemic levels, driven almost exclusively by e-

commerce (as opposed to B2B).



Corporate Insights
Is FedEx a “canary in a coal mine”?

FDX

FedEx Corporation

Growth

Stock Performance Revenues quarterly y/y 5.6%

Last price $149.99 Revenues TTM y/y 9.4%

1 month change -31.3%

1 year change -32.6% Margins

EBITDA quarter 10.1%

Valuation EBITDA LTM 10.2%

EV/EBITDA (LTM) 4.7 Net Income quarter 3.8%

P/E (NTM) 9.7 Net Income LTM 3.8%

9/29/2022



Currency Wars

The unique aspect of currency valuations is that they represent a zero-sum game: our currency can only be stronger relative to your 

weaker currency. 

The US Dollar has been trending higher against European & even Chinese currencies. This is a function of the Fed’s aggressive rate 

hikes which are attracting foreign investors who are converting their low-yield domestic currency holdings into higher-yielding dollar-

denominated bonds. A defense of the dollar represents the only plausible explanation of why the Fed has been hiking rates – it is 

certainly not to slow consumer demand during a recession. 

In the meantime, European currencies have become a mess after a series of sanctions against Russia inadvertently ended up 

punishing the continent. Now without access to its primary fuel supplier (Russia), economic conditions have become dire. Further, a 

drop in the Euro makes imports that much more expensive, adding to already overwhelming inflationary pressures. To make matters 

worse, the UK decided to cut taxes while simultaneously increasing debt-funded government spending, adding even more downward 

pressure on the British Pound. 

The Chinese Yuan has even moved lower against the dollar given an unexplainable zero covid lockdown policy which has shut down 

the country’s industrial production. 

The US is currently winning the currency war which is necessary for the US Dollar to retain its status as the global currency reserve. It 

is important to understand that this objective is currently more important to the US government than any risk of recession.  



Currency Wars



Money Doesn’t Grow on Trees

Old school economics teaches that governments must limit their spending to the amount of their tax revenues, supplemented 

by borrowing during economic crises or wars. This quaint idea recently has been replaced by a Modern Monetary Theory 

(MMT) which teaches the idea that monetarily sovereign countries like the US & Japan (which borrow, tax & spend in their 

own fiat currencies) can print as much money as they desire. These countries are not required to limit their spending to the 

amount of their tax revenues because their governments can simply borrow an unlimited amount to fund their deficits by 

selling their bonds to their own central banks which will simply print sufficient fiat currency out of thin air to pay for these

purchases. If all this currency creation simply ends up pushing stock prices higher, then MMT proponents celebrate because 

they have funded all this extra government spending while enriching stockholders at the same time (both the poor & rich win).

The problem is when the currency creation is put directly into the hands of consumers (as in the case of covid stimmy 

payments) & then this excess spills out onto main street, pushing prices for necessities higher. Resultant inflation (too many 

dollars chasing the same amount of supply) presents as a hidden form of taxation on consumers who come to realize that 

their same pay buys less food, gas, cars, and rent. 

Hopefully, the US soon will realize that real money doesn’t grow on trees! MMT is an unhinged theory that acts to undermine 

the confidence people have in the integrity of the US dollar - a prerequisite to sustaining the dollar as a medium of exchange 

not just in our domestic economy but as a reserve currency for our trading partners.            



Money Doesn’t Grow on Trees

Assets on Fed Balance Sheet



Corporate Insights
Tech vs. People

Par Tech recently reported that when covid hit in 2020, 13% of its restaurant client base (operators in large brand systems) 

closed & half re-opened 6 weeks later. This compares with its restaurant tech competitors that sell to smaller mom & pop 

restaurants which saw a 50% closure rate as of week 6.

This is testimony to the power of large restaurant brands and the benefit of scale as it relates to financing, marketing, 

management depth, tech infrastructure, and supply chain. These results are notable as Par Tech points out that even the 

large restaurant brands have not progressed in tech as much as would be expected. While there were a few large retailers 

that didn’t have e-commerce stores by 2020, McDonald’s customers couldn’t place digital orders until 2021.       

Certainly, the large brands initially benefitted from share gains at the expense of those mom & pops that didn’t make it. But

what is notable in the chart below is how the independents quickly recovered & continued their long-term share gain trend at 

the expense of the big chains in 2021.  

The reality is that the restaurant business is still a people business and small operators can compete and win by providing 

best-in-class customer service, ingenuity, and home-grown market strategies that only local owners can provide. The 

restaurant industry is plenty big enough for both the large brands and mom & pop restauranters, and it is a snare for business 

owners big or small to think that tech has eclipsed people skills – never going to happen…



Corporate Insights
Tech vs. People



Corporate Insights
Darden’s First Peak into 3Q22 Restaurant Results

• Darden’s sales during FY1Q23 (8/28/22) were up +6.1% y/y with a +4.2% increase in same-store-sales for all its brands 

(including +2.3% for Olive Garden, +4.2% for LongHorn & +7.6% for fine dining).

• Olive Garden’s comps were pressured by a strategic reduction in promotions and marketing.

• Menu pricing was up +6.5% y/y which was kept beneath its +9.5% y/y cost inflation which management believes has 

peaked. Olive Garden’s 3-year menu pricing is up +10.2%.

• Darden expects commodity inflation to slow down to +7% to +7.5% for the fiscal year 2023. 

• Chicken, wheat & cheese are all very inflated now (representing a large part of Olive Garden’s menu), but other than this, 

Darden indicates every other aspect of its business has improved to better than pre-covid levels.

• Notably, staffing has improved dramatically, with an increase in applications & an increase in new talent. 

• In any case, the $50k income demo is suffering from high gas prices and cutting back on discretionary purchases, such as 

meals at Olive Garden. While this demo represents a significant mix of its customer base for Olive Garden & Cheddars, 

this is balanced by Darden’s higher-end brands (Seasons 52, Yard House & LongHorn) which benefit from a return of the 

higher-income demo to fine dining. 

• Darden’s operating margin was 10% during the quarter (32.5% COGs & 32.5% labor) down from 12% during fiscal 1Q22 

(29.7% COGs & 31.9% labor), reflecting the company’s struggle to fully pass-along its cost inflation. 

• Comp guidance for its fiscal year 2023 is up +4% to +6%.
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DRI

Darden Restaurants Inc.

Growth

Stock Performance Revenues quarterly y/y 6.1%

Last price $123.59 Revenues TTM y/y 22.5%

1 month change -2.7%

1 year change -22.5% Margins

EBITDA quarter 13.7%

Valuation EBITDA LTM 15.1%

EV/EBITDA (LTM) 11.1 Net Income quarter 7.9%

P/E (NTM) 15.5 Net Income LTM 9.4%

9/26/2022


